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TM Asal WC SAH FSS Tara H BOT as Aah A Pas
aadat Tarr ata fear ate ATF Saat aT ATCT HT
fear ane sacs aa BTA ATT ST Ah, et ATTA
ait arate IT aC we Este aT aT a ee
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About Road Signs
When somebodygets readyto drive for the very first
time on road, one needs to take manylessons about
the road. The most commonthings the studentdriver
will need are road familiarization, knowledge of
traffic rules and road ethics, learner's license, enroll-
mentin a drivingtraining school etc. Outofall these
one fundamental aspect of driving training which

should alwaysbe taken seriously and mastered before
venturing on the road is the comprehensive knowl-
edge of road signs and markings.

Everyperson, he maybe passenger, driver, pedes-
trian would have noticed along the roadside various
sign boards that serve important purposes. These
importantroad paraphernaliahelpus as route guides,
warnings andtraffic regulator. As control devices for
traffic, signs need full attention, respect and appro-
priate driver's response.

Spirit and Genesis of Road Signs
The Road Signs we see around us date long back in
history. The earliest road signs were milestones,
giving distance or direction. The Romans erected
stone columns throughout their empire giving the
distance to Rome. In the Middle Ages, multidirec-
tional signsat intersections became common,giving

directionsto cities and towns. Since roads do not see
borders and boundaries and road safety being a
universal concern, it was decided to have a common
languageforroadsigns.It was recognized that inter-

national uniformityofroad signs,signals and symbols
is necessary tofacilitate transboundaryinternational
roadtraffic and road safety. With adventofmotorized
traffic and its increasing pressure on road, many
countries have adoptedpictorial signs and standard-
izedtheirsignsto facilitate international travel, where

language differences would create barriers, and in
general to help enhancetraffic safety through appro-

priate caution, regulation and informatorysigns.
Mostofthesepictorial signs use symbols in place of
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words anahaveinternational recognition and accep-
tance. These signs were primarily evolved in Europe,
and have been adopted by most countries to varying
extents.

The UNECEhassince 1947 made road safetyoneofits
major concerns, in particular through the Working
Partyon Road Traffic Safety known as WP.1. UNECE
pioneeredroadsafetyactivities in the United Nations
system with the establishmentofan Ad Hoc Working
Group on the prevention of road accidents in 1950
known as WorkingParty1 (WP.1). Underits auspices
several international legal instruments have been
drawn up. Theselegalinstrumentsin general and the
Conventions in particular are important points of
reference for the international harmonization of
regulations governingtraffic, signs and signals and
driving behavior.

A treaty was signed on 19th Sept 1949 under
Convention on Protocol on RoadSigns and Signals in
Geneva undertheaegis of United Nations Economic
Commission of Europe. This cameinto force on 20th
December 1953 and was registered on the same day.
Indiais also a partyto the treaty. Contracting parties
were desirousof developing and harmonising, to the
greatest possible extent, the road signs and markings
in their respective countries.
Subsequently during a Convention on Road Signs and
Signals held on 8th November 1968 in Vienna,
amendments were incorporated and Road Safety was
comprehensivelydeliberated upon.It was imperative
upon contracting parties to have uniformity of usage
ofsigns.

In addition to these legal instruments, WP.1 has
issued two Consolidated Resolutions, on roadtraffic
(R.E.1) and on road signs and signals (R.E.2), to
reinforce the 1968 Conventions and the European
Agreements supplementing them. While these
Resolutions do not have the binding force of the
Conventions, they go into more detail and furnish a
catalogue of measures andpractices that States are
called on to implement on avoluntarybasis.
Today, WP.1 remainsthe only permanentbodyin the
United Nations system that focuses on improving
roadsafety. Its primaryfunctionis to serve as guard-
ian of the United Nationslegal instruments aimed at
harmonizingtraffic rules.
In India, Motor Vehicle Act 1988 has laid down the
uniform RoadSignsin its Schedule Iwhich compre-
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hensively explains the shape andsizes of these road
signs. One mayfind differences in this book from the
said Schedule I of the MVA whichis underreview to
bring it in conformity with the above mentioned
international conventions. The signs and signages as
depicted in this book are in conformity with the
international conventions mentioned above.

Basic Scheme Adoptedfor
Road Signs

Article 5 of Chapter II of the Convention on Road
Signs and Signals held on 8th November 1968 lays
down the classes of Road Signs, which were broadly
categorizedinto:

a) Danger warningsigns

b) Regulatory signs

c) Informative signs

There are three basic typesoftraffic sign: signs that
give orders, signs that warn and signs that give
information. Each type hasa different shape. Circles
give orders, Triangles warn and Rectangles inform.

OA
Circles Triangles Rectangles

 

   

A further guide to the functionof a sign is its
colour. Blue circles give a mandatoryinstruc-

a tion, such as “Compulsory Turn Left”etc. Blue
rectangles are used for informationsigns. All
triangularsignsare red.

There are a few exceptionsto the shape
@ V andcolourrules, to give certain signs

greater prominence. Examplesare the
or “STOP”and “GIVEWAY’.GIVE WAY

Article 6 of ChapterII primarily spells the modalities

for erection of road signs. It has provided that signs

shall be so placed that the drivers for whom theyare

intended can recognize them easily and in time. The

location and the mannerof placing these signs have

been described at length. Road Signs are placed

beside or above the highwaysorstreets. If the posi-
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tioning of the signs is not supported by any visual

considerations, these may becomedestructive rather

than effective meansof guiding the motorists.Traffic

signsor road signsare signserected atthe side of road

to provide information to road users.Pictorial signs

are used as symbols in place ofwords and are usually a

result of international standards.

In this book, all the road signs — Mandatory;

Cautionary and Informatory have been consolidated

and briefdescriptionofeachsign has been provided.

The bookis expected to be useful to all road users,

especially young ones whohavestarted using roads

either as pedestriansordrivers.It is hoped that going

through this compendium would help us be become

more responsible and road friendly while driving or

otherwise using the road.
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MaMa AH fae

ase % fifvaa aa 4 ore & fae ae feet a eT

a afar 31 2 fare ead & fH alee Bt eT SET

safer ote eer a Soe ae ot I SISA
fare tet 8 St oe Peay at aBS
ata TF 81 Safaofteattero
Ama: aeypret a Previa aa 2 st feet &
Seat TT AT a aS A aC IS FHAae

art fe gah Geter A atwea qe great at

Mandatory Road Signs

These signs are obligatory on the traffic which

uses a specific area of road. These signsindicate

what must one do, rather than must not do.

Mandatory Road signs are generaly round in

shapewith red border. Someofthem are blue in

colour. ‘Stop’ and 'Give Way' are octagen and
triangular, respectively, in shape. Violation of
thesesignsattract heavyfines and punishments.
Importantly, violation of these could lead to
majoraccidentsalso.
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This is one ofthe most important and
prominent Road Signs. This sign
indicates that Driver should
immediately stop. Usually Police,
traffic and toll authorities use this
sign at checkposts.

  

3a fare ar ary aerareene Ox Peat ara This sign is used at roundabouts

Bre Fa 1 SgRTETT oY eT followed.Thisoandineetthetrate
fer ara Bhat 5= aS a to give wayto thefellowtraffic on your

wattaheadat 81 = nehtside

Ten afr
Give Way

 

This sign notifies that entry is
prohibited for all vehicles. Certain
pockets of an area or road are
demarcated as 'no entry’ areas for
traffic. This could be entry to a
restricted area or notraffic zone. So
the driver should obey it and divert
his route. 
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art ae aaaa
orate
Priority for

OncomingTraffic
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This sign, at the entrance of road,
indicates the priority should be given
to oncomingtraffic. At narrowsection
of road where passingis difficult or
impossible, traffic is regulated by
preferable movement. Such regula-
tion is carried outbygivingpriority to
traffic moving in one direction and
not byinstalling traffic light signals.
Thissignis set up facing the traffic on
the side which does not have priority.
Thetraffic from the side where the
sign is erected should move only when
there is no oncomingtraffic.

This sign signifies that there should
be no movement of traffic in the
designatedareaeither from outside or
within. This is used to decongest the
area. It is also used at pedestrian
areas.

aa Arete aeat BT SAT Fae
All Motor Vehicles Prohibited
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‘Truck Prohibited
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As sign itself speaks the area
designated is a no entry zone for
Trucks or HMV. These could be
narrow lanes or congested areas
where entry of heavy transport
vehicle could obstruct smooth flow of
traffic.
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This sign indicates that the road has
been prohibited for plying of Bullock
& Hand Carts. These slow moving
carts many a timeshinder the smooth
flow oftraffic.

James six sacl BH AMT AAT z
Bullock & Hand Cart Prohibited
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qaeal Hl AMT AAT
Bullock Cart Prohibited

ait a SM FAT e
TongasProhibited

 

Theslowest form of transport many a
times becomesobstruction tothefree

flow of traffic hence certain zones
have been demarcated where bullock
Carts are notallowedto ply.
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Tongas or Horse carts were

extensively used as a popular means
of transport in recent past. With the
advent of new and faster means of
transport this vehicle becomes hurdle
in the smoothtraffic flow. Certain
areas/roads have been prohibited for

Tongas.
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This sign indicates that the Hand Cart
is prohibited on the demarcated road
as it would hinder the flow of fast
movingtraffic.

aa sci a aM AAT e
Hand Cart Prohibited
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In order to ensurethesafetyofcyclists
certain roads which are meantforfast
moving vehicles are prohibited for
cyclists. So the cyclists should not use
the roads where this sign has been

installed.

agent FI SMT AAT @

Cycle Prohibited +
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This sign restricts the movement of
pedestrian on road or the adjoining
area. This could be lane for fast
moving vehicles, highways etc. This
could be installed at intersection
where alternate crossing
arrangements like underpass, foot
overbridge etc are there for crossing
the road.

yeaa Bl AMT Fat @
Pedestrians Prohibited oe <4
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ae fare ares al Peer ear & fH ae Peet This sign directs driver not to turn
afta ; towards right side in any

a Hana el circumstance.

ae asa AAT e
Right Turn Prohibited
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ae fare ares ar Past tar 2 fe ae Peet This sign indicates that left turn is

St oRRata 4 ad + FI prohibited.

ae ASA AAT ze
Left Turn Prohibited
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gaizart turn at these intersection could result

me (Sail a ae F in majoraccidentsortrafficjams. The
SATA AT AT Aah driver should notviolate this sign to
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With advancementin highways and
automobile technology speed of
vehicles has increased. With this,
overtaking has becomeverycrucial on
road. Places where the roads are
narrow, at bridges, at turns,
overtaking becomes dangerous. At@ ert gel et aes, oe a

Zee aa F ael We Araceae BEAT these places this sign is installed

Bars el Aa 21 A AM Ke TA
ae & fam ae fares Re aT

Foraeteg aeacetn (at Free) AAT
Overtaking Prohibited

3
4
, which prohibits overtaking ensuring
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fest eat 21

Excessive and unnecessary honkingis
treated as unruly behaviour in
modern society. However, there are

silence zones where honking is
completely prohibited such as near

hospitals, schools etc. This sign
directs driver to respect the silence
zone and not to use horn.

a4 SI Faz

Horn Prohibited
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ae fers 3a aes At ates eaten 2,fra This sign indicates the width of the
fe sRsoa eas Aas vehicle, which is allowed to enter the

§ ayaa zone beyondit. The vehicle with width

ms ‘ caelUra8% ame above 2 metersis restricted to enter

this zone. This could be a bridge or a
narrowlane.
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gag a
Height Limit

 

There are certain roads which pass
underbridges, railwaylines etc oflow
height. To avoid any untoward

incident authorities earmark height
ofvehicle which caneasily pass under
the bridge. Thespecified limit should
be strictly adhered to avoid accidents
and penal action.
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Thissign on roadindicatesthat length
of the vehicle, which can be
manoeuvredthrough that passage.It

could be a sharp turn, a hairpin bend
etc. This is meant for long and
oversized vehicle which cannot
negotiate a safe turn.

This road sign limits the load of the
vehicle which should ply on the road
further. This sign indicates that a
vehicle weighing more than 5 tonnes
cannot use the road further as there
maybea bridge which cannotbear the
weight beyond 5 tonnesortheroadis
soft to accommodatethe weightofthe
vehicle.

aar
Load Limit rhe
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Uae At AAT
Axle Load Limit

af ata
Speed Limit
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This sign is usually installed before a
bridge. It indicates the load that a
bridge can bear. Thelimitofthis sign
is 4 tonnes whichindicates that only
vehicles with axle load of 4 tonnes or

less can passoverthis bridge.
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This sign designates the speed of
traffic on road. The limit specified
mustbe invariably followed to avoid
penal action and accidents on the
road.

LAMP | Wot
‘ he tof SS -SRhee

PAPA Ee

This sign is very significant in major
cities. It prohibits parking of a vehicle
in the designated area. Anyvehicle
parked here is towed away and
occupant/driver is liable to penal
action. Therefore,drivers should park
their vehicle in authorized parking
areasonly.
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Some roadsdemandcontinuousflow

of traffic and stopping of one vehicle
disrupt the wholetraffic flow. At these
areas ‘No Stopping’ signs are
installed. Any vehicle stopping at
these places could meet an accident
and alsoa penalaction.

oe et we Ua ad OE
Tem & ait sei feet TH At aem | GH
SM TT AAMT BI GT Fare Taft et
are 81 34 Bat A mst St Ta AAT eB”
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at carere artery Ht ST att BI

 

Tet THAT A SS HAT AAT e
No Stopping Oree

 

ga fare a tad } ae Seat HI AAT One has to turn towards left after
aeaq a Alea apm aM oRada seeing this sign. This may have been
(srrasa) z ret ae Re wren ara3 installed dueto diversion.

 

ae yen afrars (am afe daa feria 2)
i Compulsory Turn Left (Right If Symbol is Reversed)
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ae Pre eater ® & Marra Ae feo F This sign indicatesthe traffic should
aert afeu ait Padt at ace a4 Tw move in straight direction and

far Te turning to either side would lead to
SK a 2 a em Gea FH penal action andsafety hazard.

 

amt aan afta (Saat ar) aS

i comple, Ahead (Ahead Only) ByzsaS
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afre Beat al Fiard yss ar freer This sign directs the driver to turn
* tar 81 sa Gad HW Te BE right only. Obeyingthis sign will lead

/ aoa gear ar Art sere ela y to safety andhasslefree drive.

aM aaat at yet afta (at afe daha facta 2)
-.Compulsory Turn Right Ahead (Left If Symbolis Reversed) <.

 

qe ere STAT Bl Stel AeA AT ATE ASA This sign directs the traffic to either
a fest far 21 are asa afeta 21 move straight or take right turn.

Turning towardsleft is prohibited.

SP ae a at ASAT atta
Compulsory Ahead OrTurn Right

  

ae Pre aaa Bt Sa Berd aT ae ast This sign directs the traffic to either
move straight or take left turn.a am &1 at yen ated e1 Fa

aiaOt aT aa Turning towardsright is prohibited.
fere % x Ge a Violationofthese sign mayjeopardize
a tad 8 at dem Bag Ft oT yoursafety and mayalso lead to penal
wad 21 action.

i) hdd SPaT aT Te Aga ara HH) ibAS

tt TNO - Compulsory Ahead OrTurn Left aa
eeatte a   
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aM teat a ara
Compulsory Keep Left
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afar atest Art
~Compulsory Cycle Track
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eM Ta aay
‘CompulsorySound Horn :

Seee ao

This sign indicates that the driver
should drive in left lane for smooth
traffic flow. This sign is installed
mainly on the roads which do not have

divider in betweenandtwowaytraffic
flows on the same road.

  ‘peWee
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Compulsory cycle track signifies that
cyclists should compulsorily use this
track. It also restricts the movement
of any traffic accept cyclist on the
track.

wie + A RL tt ~

There are some conditions when
blowing horn becomes compulsory.
While manoeuvring a blind turn
especially in hilly roads blowing horn
before turn is one of the safety
measures. Wheneveryouseethissign
blow horn to let oncoming traffic
knowyourpresenceon road.
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ae fare cater & fem fore eae Oe ae Pere
AM BT F Tet TANT HEA F IAA AA
aren at Praia ala oe a see Fa
ada F coma arta gear dem SaCAT
a ae & fam atard |e & Praia ae
aAGU FAT SMT ATE

rg FI:

SLBat ;

aad Saas ae
_ Compulsory Minimum Speed

te aaa fare

Restriction Ends

Thissign indicates that vehicles using
the Road,at the entrance to which the

sign is placed shall travel at the
specified speed. The limit specified
mustbe invariably followed to avoid
penal action and accidents on the
road.

 

Any restriction conveyed through
sign on road ends here. This sign
indicatesthatthe restriction imposed
by the sign/signs is no more valid

beyondthis point. However, drivers

should not be complacent and take
care of all safety measure to avoid
accidents.
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Gddh ash fas
3 fre Sear AA Ht Se TH Gat/aRRaiat & art F
Aarat 84 & fare aa F aT Year } fore |Iear Hl SAT
Wes HA Bleu! seis st Tew Peet ar Sets

art @, 5 fre ae4 : a9 ae Ww
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FA SA TIA HT F Ft t el wath BI
fers Prerita atepia 4 site are are eta @

Cautionary Road Signs

Thesesigns are meantto caution the driver about the
hazards/situation lying ahead on the road. The driver
should obeythese for his safety. Thoughviolation of
these Roadsign do notattract anylegal action, they
are very important for the fact that avoiding them
could result in major accidents. Cautionarysigns are
triangular in shape with red border.
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Ri aHand LtHand norHair Pin Lenteae=

AAAA
feaer—aet aes ‘feed wret argfinet ite

NarowBrge Slippery Road Loose Grave! Cycle Crossing

AAAAwa
$ g Hee

Dangerous Dip Hump or Rough Road Barrier Ahead Gap In Median

Right8a

A
tem wife
Pedestrian
Crossing

A
ater
Cross
Road

aw ba fez

Left eerse S pei taroos fogwees
Bend Ascent Descent

ant vat
School Ahead Tateie

raatRocks

walt sie ret ateateate ot afr
mee T - Intersection

Side Road Left Side foes Right

AAAAAAA: =
=aeae crossing y craeeng

cdmar&

XeTimabchor Y- irsection Samet sipoied howdAbout seveor Men At
Intersection Intersection - River Bank Work
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qe Z
He & art F ada ae 2
A sat Wel wart F ween erat 21
Fae AT UT St Ht ae at aA
ait Als We Aa Teh a aaa fier 31

¢ ; 2 aq 4 4
afeat Als

Right Hand Curve

aa Als

Left Hand Curve

 
Right Hair Pin Bend

  

This sign cautions you about a Right
Hand Curve on the road ahead. This
helps you in maneuvering vehicle
accordingly and nullifies the
possibility of accident due to sudden
appearanceofturn.

Fe prt | ‘ se “
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This sign cautions you about a Left
Hand Curve on the road ahead. This
also helps you in maneuveringvehicle
accordingly. Yougettime to slow your
speed andset youreyes on thecurve.
It also reduces the possibility of
accident due to sudden appearance of
turn.

 

Hair Pin Bends are sharp turns
especially on hilly roads. This sign
cautions you about a sharp right turn
on the road ahead. It gives time to
reduce the speed to manage the turn
and also sets eyes of the driver on
turn. Absenceof this sign could lead
to major accidents as sharp bends in
hilly road don't getsighted easily.

 



 

aca a GAG frat 8 site gear WEA

This sign cautions you about a sharp
left turn on the road ahead. These are
essentially erected on hilly roads.It
gives time to reduce the speed to
managethe turn andalsosets eyes of

the driver on turn. Absence of this
sign could lead to majoraccidents asfau wag a ort 81 ga ae HT EM

at i a Gen & ils Test asst sharp bendsin hilly road don't get

we ata ats ara 8 aaet aA sighted easily.

ara Faraat AS
Left Hair Pin Bend
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This road sign indicates the actual
designi.e a sort of Z formation of the
road ahead. It cautions the driver
aboutthe zig zag turn towards Right.
Thedriver should reducethe speedat
the sight of this sign and maneuver

the vehicle cautiously.

 

ated sae Pt art
Right Reverse Bend

 

This road sign indicates the actual

feoen, sala Sega ora } Tea A
Sala &1 Fe AER GH aE TG eA
we % at F arte Seat 21 ga fee

designi.e a sort of Z formation of the
road ahead. It cautions the driver
about the zig zag turn towardsLeft.
Thedriver should reducethe speed at

aa We Seat wl afer fe ae aes St the sight of this sign and maneuver
Tet SA Ht GA Tet Bl Aca A aT the vehicle cautiously.

ail

am year ft art
Left Reverse Bend aS f
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ae ase fers cater2 ortHR

wat Sel SAM Wl AeA Fa % fae
aa at are Stet Sars Oe TST TAA
fet area at wa aa vat watt aed
was aes oe oS HAT oS ort 31
afta aac F veret aeat ox a fire
we oa %, wei aE F adi wees ak
Wel Sa Aas are Stet 31
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asl Age
Steep Ascent

  

ae sar

Steep Descent

ar teat daz
Narrow Road Ahead
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This road sign indicates that there is
steep ascent ahead anddriver should
get readyto climb andputthe vehicle
in relevant gear. Most of the times,
these signs are found on hilly road
where steep ascent and descent are
normalpart oftravel.

5 Fg FNS IY ONSe2IWohecsks <2
RES LP eerie xX ete 7

This roadsignindicates that thereis
steep descent ahead and driver
should get readyto descent byputting
the vehicle in relevant gear. One
should nottry to speed up on descent
as it loosensthegrip on vehicle. Most
of the times, these signs are found on
hilly road where steep ascent and
descent are normalpart oftravel.

 

Whenthewidthofthe road decreases
and the road merges into a narrow
road, there is a possibility that a
speeding vehicle maycollide with
oncomingtraffic. This sign cautions
the driver to be careful as the road
aheadis narrow.
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ae fare agian @ fe at ar TET enbs This signsignifies that the road ahead
A zs is wide. The width ofthe road widensaa fers & are Gem AST at 2 sik ga Swice

Ter. aq . ai ==5 after this sign andthustraffic should

7 = % J adjust accordingly.

art went atet @
Road Widens Ahead
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ae an ase fret ta aa aa fad Sometimes road converges toa bridge
3, fase 3 a dist aa 31 ae fare which is of less width than that of
a it 3 yet aren aa F, at aes A road. This sign is erected before such

x dat hae st bridges which are narrower than the
isis | eat afer road. The driver should reduce the
qewe2 ae aerate mens fez speed and watch for oncomingtraffic
AA A AAAI WE AGT TE for safe drive.

ik Narrow Bridge
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ae fae at St asa Ft fhacs-aet This sign indicates the slippery
feafeat a aster 21 aq feafeat a are condition of the road ahead. This
wa fraa aa ar Saar ane a ae condition could be due to seepage of

wateroroil spill etc. The driver should
21 ae fre fea 1 aici aed gue 4 invariably slow down the vehicle at
oar % fae aay aest St la BA HEI sightofthis sign to avoid accident.

- Slippery Road A AE MNS

  



This sign is usually erected onhilly
roads where loose earth or gravel
keeps on falling on the road. Driver
should drive slowly and carefullyafter
this sign as little carelessness can
cause major accidents here.

  

qe wee fare ater & fH aeae This road sign indicates that there is a
aH ‘ aia cycle path intersecting the major road
atecaw a aeaaaa 2 oris frequented bycyclists. The driver

: should carefully cross this
BEA HI Aaa qa ane (ext R Ore intersection sothatcyclist could cross

the majorroadsafely.

aight site7
\ Cycle Crossing

  
 

Pedestrian is the kingof traffic. This
sign cautions thedriverto either slow
down orstop the vehicle and allow the
pedestrianto cross the road. Thepart
of road is also demarcated in white
strips known as zebra crossing. At
zebracrossing the Pedestrian hasfirst
right on the road.

Pedestrian Crossing

 an er eTegyfA NET He ACN ateHE A. OSA TT POSS ATTT SESSZona FY KZ ALT FY KY   
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qe ase fare cute @ f ayaa e This road signnaa. thatthere isa

sae a school ahead/nearby. Driver 1s

HeeaaaTET x required to slow downthevehicle and

amar @ 1 aaret wet 3 wa drive carefully to avoid accidents.
Childrenoften tryto cross the road by

SR TSH a TINH esas F ASH running or make unprecedented

On aed %, gate Ga gen % faz moves.So for their safety always drive

Zea FAM Sel ages aaa a carefullynear school.

ar et ze
School Ahead

 

qe dad asin & fH ae aes GH TT This sign on road indicates that this

amit adit faa @ vented 2 wife roadis regulated by three-colourlight

ath = asai 0 3a Ta Ht ae signals, as driver maynot expect such
: section ofsome roads.

al GAM Fel TT Ta eI

+} | Traffic Signal
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ae fare agian & f dei dem qqait s This sign indicate that there is great

eHEl TA Bl Et SAAT 2| ash possibility of cattle straying on the
Oca qgqat 3 gay aa gieard Awad road. Cattle on road can cause major

<7 \ : > accidents as animal reacts

é ae: Tas “¢ 2 ae Re unpredictably in traffic. So drive
carefullywhereveryou seethissign.

aa, waar & Tet sere)



 

Sometimesroadsare intersected by
the river without the provision of
bridge. These roads are connected
through ferry service. This sign

indicates that there is a ferry service
availableto cross the river.
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Te Feat Ft SAAT
Falling Rocks
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Bas Wes
DangerousDip
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In hilly roads the rocks fall on road
during landslides in extreme
climates. This sign shows that the
road aheadis proneto suchfalling of
rocks and driver should drive
carefully to avoid accident.

This sign cautions that thereis a dip
on road ahead.This sign helpsdriver
to reduce the speed to cross the
plunge on road.
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Hump or Rough Road

art sata 2
Barrier Ahead

We Wel F ick
Gap In Median
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Sometimesthere is a hump on road
intentionally created for slowing the
traffic. This sign cautions the driver
that he should reduce the speed to
cross thehump comfortably.
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Manya timesthe road passes through
toll collection point/check postsetc.
Onecanfind barriers on such places.
This sign indicates that there is a
barrier ahead on the road and vehicle
hasto stop there.

This sign indicates that there is a gap
in the dividerof a road andthereis a
provision of U-turn. The driver
should slow andtake relevant lane to
avoid any accident.
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_ Cross Road

 

This sign indicates that there is a
crossing of roads ahead. This sign
indicates that the vehicle should be
slowed and intersection should be
crossed cautiously by looking on both
sides.

 

ae Haha Art BF ara dat S aH a 2
ae ade fare eater b Be aelaea
aes ash 21 MES ASH H WaT
areraret at art ST

 

at at aed asa

Side Road Left

a

Side Road Right

 

Thissign belongsto the family of Give
Way signs. This particular sign
indicates that there is side road on
left. The user of the side road must
give wayto thetraffic.

 

This sign belongsto the family ofGive
Way signs. This particular sign
indicates that there is side road on
right. The userof the side road must
give wayto thetraffic.
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ae ass fers art Ht aes Hl Teas These road signs cautions about the
aaa sant ar 21 ae asa a actual formation of road ahead. The
feed Bertie anh roadis divided into twoin the shape of

5 Brae % we lyUI y. This helps driver in managing the
FATS AT BI 81 TA WEI intersection carefully.
OR TST AISA A Fae Perc 21

qs - ash 4A

Y - Intersection
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qe ass re at a ase H areas These road signs cautions about the
aqaz & wart ta 2 we wea a actual formation of road ahead. The
feet frat Aer sieht & Sy roadis divided into two in the shape of

: : % we) Y. This helps driver in managing the
HATH AL C1 TTA EA intersection carefully.
oe TS ASA F sae Prec 81

Y - Intersection
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This sign cautions aboutthat there is
T- intersection on the road ahead and
there is no forward movement.
Traffic has to eitherturnleft or right.
This helps driver in planning his
movement on road.
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Thesesignsindicatethatthereis left
and right turn available on the
straight road with small distance
between them. It is an intersection
which doesnotallow crossing ofroad.
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StaggeredIntersection 4
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ae asa ai Thesesignsindicate that thereis a leftae fers tater & fi wT ‘i

aiae oteet & fre as aver 8, Straightroadwithsimall_ distancer a
. ara 3 EW a1 eeat between them. It is an intersection
(seve ) Fel ASH OH gat whichdoesnot allow crossing ofroad.

fay ash SF
StaggeredIntersection
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i" Baa MSH Aas ar us feacs sar Round Aboutis asubstitute ofé road
\ oie wee % far araraa ar intersection.It allows smooth flowo
oe Tal aT aaa 2 ae Re traffic without the aidoftraffic lights.

This sign cautions about that there isa
zai & fe art ate a TB A ater round about ahead and the driver has
wart 4 Ved geat a dala aA We to take relevant lane well before
7TSt Fat ert maneuveringthe round about.
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Many a times road intersects the
railway line. This sign indicates that
there is a Railway crossing which is
guarded by a person. The driver
should take extra precautions and act
accordingly. Single or double red
stripe indicates thatthe crossingis at
100 mtrs. or 200 mtrs.respectively.
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Unguarded Level Crossing
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We at Aal ar fant
Quayside or River Bank
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This sign indicates that there is a
Railway crossing which is not
manned by personnel. This
unguardedrailwaycrossing has to be

crossed by driver himself very

cautiouslyafter ensuring that there is
no train on thetrack nearbysingle or
double red stripe indicates that the
crossing is at 100 mtrs. or 200 mtrs.
respectively.

This sign indicates that this road leads
on to quay or river bank. Drivers

should take care and drive cautiously.

 



 

A HesSSSs  
ae fare eater & fh asm oe AeA AT L \ This sign sisowe that there is some

ang aie at aa TT tq mi repair/cleaning etc. being under-

at te Bi Woh WH AT a taken on the road and workers are
involvedin it. People working on road

aera & gen wet & siz sire need safety from thetraffic and hence
ash TH A Va a Tec Fe fre this sign is erected before thesite of
UAHa Bi SEAT BH ANT Fy ae art repair on road. The driver should

aft @ aet wee ate oftatda art a drive slowly and carefully to ensure

Ip rau Arg at qe afivaa atl safety oftheworkers.

art BH He ez
Men At Work
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THI WSs fare
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ara aaa & ate sae-sat ved fT de BI Th
ear 4 mae Pract 21 as aie a a fore great H aT
Hace ad 1 AAT ae We a fore acl MTF ata EI
BH feret oe fea o iaey aH a SA At cate Set Bi

Informatory Road Signs

These signs are meant to provide information on
direction, destination, roadsidefacilities, etc. to the
road user. Following informative roadsigns helps a
driver in saving time, reaching destination without

wandering around. These signs are generally
facilitators to the driver and signs are normally blue

in colour. The sign may have direction arrow and
also the distanceoffacilityfrom thesign.
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AdvanceDirection Sign

Hepa

AdvanceDestinationSign on AdvanceDirection Sign
(With Distances)
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Direction Sign Past PettPump
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Ridkshaws
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This sign indicates the direction to
various destinations falling on that
particular road. These signs are
generally installed before inter-
sections.

 

aire artes tee fare
Advance Direction Sign

 

This advancesignis erected before an
intersection indicating the way to

destination by arrows,facilitating the
driver to ensure that he is on correct
route.  

Naa OTe W ABM Aaa a fre
Advance Destination Sign on Rotary Intersection

 

This sign indicates the direction and
distance to various destinations
falling on that particular road. These
signs are generally installed before
intersections.
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ae atest citer Bre (at ata)
AdvanceDirection Sign (With Distances)

  



Se PSIPETESSSREIEAaIITAITalt

we fire ga Wy fre We a/R FT > This sign shows direction and
sr az att zai 31 ae fe ae distance of the destination/place

. : j , written on it. This sign board helps
seat ar SIA a er 4 aera ett - drivers in locating the places and thus
a1 galee, Fe Sah AG sit gay GIT seve fing the pi

? ry helpful in saving timeandfuel.
Ff gaa He F sea aeras eta ZI

fea fare
Direction Sign
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THESS RE  
ae fare gigat al oisaed He & fh ae This sign assuresthe driverthat he is

wat Tea ee AK Be Bafa on right path and also tells the

RIM Ht at St aster 21 distanceofthe placeswritten onit.
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Confirmatory Sign

 

ae fare Aa HI Vea cule @1 Fe fre Thissign identifies the area. This sign

 

aera & 5 Ge aa at Hit Yu et gat Bi tells that the limit of the particular
asia waar ox Prater &a Hae Bre area has started. This sign is

aren Bi illustrative on national highways.

Place Identification Sign roti
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Hospital
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This informatory sign indicates that
there is a Petrol Pump ahead.
Sometimesdistance is also indicated
on this sign whichgives an idea about
location of the Petrol Pump from the
sign post.

This sign indicates that there is
Hospital nearby. The driver should be
careful while driving through this
stretch and should not honk
unnecessarily.
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First Aid Post
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This sign showsthat there is a First
Aid facility nearby which is very
useful in case of emergency or
accidents. These signs are normally
erected on highways and rural roads.
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FMT (FI)

This sign indicates that there is an
eating placein the vicinity. This sign
is common on highways and long
stretchesofroad.

 

This sign indicates that there is
facility oflight refreshment nearby on

Light Refreshment
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This sign is erected near motel, lodge
or any other place wherefacility for
restingis available. These signs can be
seen on highways.
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"NO THROUGH ROAD"sign

indicates that there is no throughway.
This sign informsdrivers the thereis

ri noway ahead on the road.
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| h\ a No Thorough Road

 

Sg Bl satan 81 AS eMart = This sign indicates BusStop. It showsae fare a
fe ast aa (arduite oftaes) ga I that all buses (public transport) will
eeu stopatthis place.
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ae fare tad Ser F IMAMla FI This sign indicates location of
RailwayStation.
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qe=ashasaat al STAT é This sign indicates the availability of

al Sater 2 Telephonenearroad.
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we dad etic & fH ast art ae This sign indicates the tunnel on road.

21 qe daa He aT awa This sign sometimes may also

0tan, indicate the name and length of
tunnel.

 

Tunnel Ahead

 

ae fare denny ciscoaaa a eater This sign indicates entry to a
z| 2a GM Wass OR aes & fae tea pedestrian underpass/subway.

apa a aad er a ea sec Pedesterians should invariably use
aaa a varae aeT these underpass/subwayto cross the

road.
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cq’ fre ante & ff aet fafere
We S Tet Bl a HET MT BI
FaraU, Aah Bl AS ae afer
fa Fe AAT Aer at oe SIT
a a We Ht ae fers Sita Hear 2 fH
ari aes aret Te FU STae

+ LS{cSSSa>, PATER .

"PARKING" sign indicates places
where the parking of vehicles is
authorized for particular type of
vehicle. Drivers should, therefore,

ensure that they are parking their
vehiclesat right and authorizedplace.
Like this sign signifies that vehicles
can be parked onboth sides.

ami eensit 4 Wet ast ae Bl TE
Fark Both Sides

 

Ta } Tet BW BET ET eI
Sa, Teh HI Fe BCT ater
fa Fe AIT aed SAT one IT
We a we at set sar ae fre A
aater & f& aet tact aefaa at ore Peat
Te)

"PARKING" sign indicates places
where the parking of vehicles is
authorized for particular type of
vehicle. Drivers should, therefore,
ensure that they are parking their
vehicles at right and authorized place.
Like this sign signifies that this place
is reserved for parkingcycles.

Agha Bs HA Sl WE

Parking Lot - Cycles

A

 

eq” fre cate & fe aet fare
Te % Te A We Her mfepT 8
SAA, Ah HI FE HT Ter
fe ae Aca aed at faa SI
a a TH Ht set sa ae fare Ht
auter @ ff aet daa afer Re at
ore Peat ae

 

"PARKING" sign indicates places
where the parking of vehicles is
authorized for particular type of
vehicle. Drivers should, therefore,

ensure that they are parking their
vehiclesat right and authorizedplace.
Like this sign signifies that this place
is reserved for parking cycle
rickshaws.

Teter Ra Sst BH Bt WATE .
_ ParkingLot-Cycle Rickshaws tall | APRON
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“ofa” fre cater & f aet faire
wa } eT Se HET TET BI
Sata, ae Bl AS aA afer
fi Fe AIT Ter STeT SIT
a a WH Ht se ca ae Pre A
zat & f set dat Bet AK lee
Arete a Te fear aT
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"PARKING" sign indicates places
where the parking of vehicles is
authorized for particular type of
vehicle. Drivers should, therefore,

ensure that they are parking their
vehicles at right and authorizedplace.
Like this sign signifies that this place
is reserved for parking scooters and
motorcycles.

CHET FT Ae Aaa GST HUA Hl AE
Parking Lot - Scooters & Motor Cycles ; 4

We } set St es HET oT aI
sala, Bas Hl FES BET Ber
fe ae AT aed ST one IM
we a TH Ht sel yar ae fe AF
aan & fe get dae Chere at ora ear
ae

SIRES

Wa & Wet a We ST wT eB
saree, aah HH FE RA aer
f& ae ST aes sie one RI
a a oe Ht ect sar ae fare Ht
aaa & f& set Saat atetftean at os
fear aTe

creat ast He Bt TE
Parking Lot - Taxis

SCARE

 

"PARKING" sign indicates places
where the parking of vehicles is
authorized for particular type of
vehicle. Drivers should, therefore,

ensure that they are parking their
vehicles at right and authorizedplace.
Likethis sign signifies that this place
is reservedfor parkingcar only.

SSS,
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"PARKING" sign indicates places
where the parking of vehicles is
authorized for particular type of
vehicle. Drivers should, therefore,

ensure that they are parking their
vehicles at right and authorized place.
Like this sign signifies that this place
is reservedfor parking auto rickshaws
only.

Set RRM GEt BA Hl WT
Parking Lot -Auto Rickshaws
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